Abstract. The performance of direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation techniques such as MUSIC degrades progressively with decreasing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The DOA estimation performance may be improved by employing a pre-processor that enhances the SNR, before performing the DOA estimation. In this paper, a denoising technique based on the use of wavelet packet transform in the spatial domain is proposed for enhancing the output SNR of a uniform linear array of sensors receiving narrowband signals in the form of plane waves from different directions. The technique involves the use of a spatial wavelet packet transform (SWPT) followed by a block thresholding scheme based on the norm of SWPT subvectors in different spatial frequency subbands. This method has the advantage of not requiring the high sampling rates demanded by the temporal wavelet denoising techniques. I t is shown through simulations that SWPT denoising (SWD) requires a sampling rate that is just 2-4 times the signal frequency, whereas temporal wavelet denoising (TWD) requires a much higher sampling rate for achieving a comparable SNR gain. Consequently, at lower sampling rates,the DOA estimation performance indices, such as bias, mean square error and resolution, achieved by SWD are much superior to those achieved by TWD or by undenoised data.
INTRODUCTION
Wavelet denoising is a nonlinear signal enhancement technique that involves the application of a wavelet transform to a noisy signal followed by thresholding of the wavelet coefficients to eliminate much of the noise without causing a significant distortion of the signal (1, 21. A cleaner version of the signal is recovered by applying the inverse wavelet transform of the vector of thresholded wavelet coefficients. This denoising scheme may be applied to the output of each sensor of a multi-sensor array to enhance the SNR at the array. Still greater enhancement of the array SNR can he achieved by using the multi-sensor denoising technique of Rao and Jones [3] that exploits the inter-sensor correlation or spatial correlation of signals at different sensors in the array.
In one version of the multi-sensor denoising technique, called the DFT-WT filter, the multi-sensor signals are subjected to approximate spatial decorrelation through the application of spatial DFT to each snapshot of the array data vector before performing wavelet denoising in the time domain and spatial recorrelation through the application of inverse spatial DFT 13, 41. One interesting application of the multi-sensor denoising is for denoising the data received by an array of sensors used for direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation. In the context of DOA estimation by MUSIC [6] , it has been shown that the application of multi-sensor wavelet deuoising to the sensor array data prior to DOA estimation leads to a significant improvement in the performance of the MUSIC estimator 14, 51. All the denoising techniques discussed above, including the DFT-WT filter, may be called temporal wavelet denoising (T\VD) techniques since the wavelet transform is applied to the signals in the time domain. In TWD techniques, a high sampling,rate of at least 12 times the signal frequency has to he employed to achieve a significant SNR gain.
In this paper, a spatial wavelet denoising (SWD) technique of denoising array data is presented. In the SWD technique the array data is subjected to a spatial wavelet packet transform (SWPT), which divides the entire spatial frequency range into uniform subbands. The fikering is done by an adaptive block thresholding method, wherein the norm of the SWPT coefficient vector in e x h subband is compared with an estimate of the noise variance in the subband. This process of thresholding achieves denoising in the spatial domain by eliminating noise from those angular sectors (spatial frequency subbands) that do not contain signal. Performing an inverse STI'PT yields the SNR-enhanced multi-sensor signal. The primary advantage of this SWD technique is that it achieves SNR gain comparable to that of the DFT-WT filter at a much lower sampling rate of just 2 -4 times the signal frequency.
Also, SWD eliminates the computation of spatial DFT's and IDFT's required by the DFT-WT filter. Thus, S\VD achieves a reduction in both the hardware complexity and computational complexity of the array denoising. Simulation results are presented to illustrate the improvement in the performance of the MUSIC DOA estimator brought about by the application of S\VD to the array data before performing DOA estimation. 
where bp(t) is the slowly varying zero-mean complex random amplitude of the signal from the pth source, k is the wavenumber and nm(t) is zeremean additive white complex GauEsian noise of variance u2. It is assumed that the signal and noise are mutually uncorrelated and that J < M . If we write
t.hen
where n(t) = [nl(t) n~ ( 2 ) . . . nn,(t)lT is the noise vector that is also spatially white, and 
It is assumed that the sources are mutually uncorrdated and that the autocorrelation of the signal from each source decays exponentially with the same decay rate; i.e.,
SPATIAL POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY (SPSD)
Let us stack the received data from all sensors into a i U x 1 column rector for a snapshot at time t as
Thus, where s(t) and n(t) are similar A t x 1 snapshot vectors corresponding to signal and noise respectively. The power spectrum of the vector x ( t ) would contain n distinct peaks corresponding to n distinct DOAs [7] , which ride over a plateau of height equal to the noise variance u2 (noise is spatially white). 
DISCRETE WAVELET PACKET TRANSFORM (DWPT)
The Discrete \Vavelet Packet Transform is a generalised form of the wavelet transform wherein the process of filtering and down-sampling 181 is applied to the detail coefficients also at each level of decomposition. This process allows decomposition into uniform hands in the frequency domain. The filter hank structure of a three level DWPT is like a full binary tree as seen in Figure 2 .
The filters g(-n) and h(-n) are lowpass and highpass filters respectively. The frequency response of the wavelet packet filter hank is shown in Figure 3 . The changes in the order of t,he output hands in Figure 3 is explained hy the fact that a highpass filter flips the resulting spectrum [9] . The size of each frequency hand is the same and therefore the amount of white-noise energy contained in each band would also be the same. If the input to the filter hank consists of a multi-frequency signal buried in white noise, the energy in the suhhands containing the signal would be greater than that in the subbands containing noise only. Hence, the noise in the suhbands that do not cont,ain any signal component can he removed by thresholding.
-I U2 The quantitjt p is an empirical tolerance parameter slightly greater than 1. The inclusion of the parameter p is necessitated by the fact that as the number of levels 1 in the SWPT is increased, the number of coefficients in a band decreases logarithmically. and hence the quantity $C2 may under estimate the noise energy in the band. Denoising is achieved by discarding all the SWPT coefficients in all frequency bands that do not contain a signal component. Thus, we arrive at the following algorithm.
Algorithm: SWD using SWPT
Step 1. Perform a single-level SWPT on the array data to obtain xD,,(t), t = 1:2,. . . , N .
Step 2. Calculate (f CL, IIxb.,(t)lJ') for i = 1 , 2 and compare the two norm averages nith fl$6'.
If for a particular hand i the norm average is less than or equal to p$6', then discard ~b , ~( t ) coefficients in that band i .
Else, if the norm avemge exceeds O$c?' , go to Step 1, replace M by $, and perform another single-level SWPT on x;,, ( t ) for that band i to obtain xb,%(t).
Repeat steps 1, ' 2 until a predefined level 1 of the SX'PT is reached
Step 3. Perfunn an inverse SWPT to obtain the snapshots of the demised array data vector.
SIMULATIONS
Narrowband signals of equal strength from three sources with a common center frequency f mere assumed to be incident in the form of plane waves on a ULA of M = 45 sensors with inter-element spacing d = 4. The directions of arrival were chosen to he tI1 = 60", 02 = 66' and 03 = 72' with respect to the broadside of the array. Spatially and temporally white Gaussian noise was added to the signal so that the received data has the desired SNR. The source decorrelation parameter a in (7) was set to $ and a total of N = 128 snapshots of dat,a was collected. The SWD and TWD were performed using d616 wavelet.
To study the improvement in signal quality, an empirical SNR gain function G, defined below
7.5 1 has been numerically computed and plotted in Figure 4 for varying SNR of received data. The quantities S and X are respectively: the array signal vector and the received array data vector (each of length M N ) , obtained by stacking the temporal output vectors of all sensors one below the other. Similarly, S is the spatially denoised array signal vector. For computing SNR,,t and SNRi, in (17) and (18), the expectations were replaced by averaging over 100 Monte-Carlo simulations. The trend of the plot in Figure 4 shows that the SWD achieves significant signal enhancement at lower SNRs while t,he gain tends to decrease with increasing SNR. This could be due to t,he fact that, at higher SNR: the thresholding process may remove some signal energ);
also, in addition to removing noise.
The performance of the SWD and the TWD schemes at 4 dB input SNR
for different values of the sampling frequency-to-signal frequency ratio r is portrayed in Figure 5 . It is seen that S\VD provides a SNR gain of approximately 4.8 dB that is practically independent of the sampling rate. For the TWD scheme, the SNR gain is marginally higher than that provided by SWD if r>12. As r is decreased from 12 to 2, the SNR gain of T W D falls sharply from 5.2 dB to -1dB. It is clear that at lower sampling rates, the performance of the TWD scheme is very poor compared to that of the SWD scheme, while the SWD scheme performs consistent,ly well a t all sampling rates.
DOA estimation by lvIUSIC nlas done using undenoised, T\VD denoised, and S\VD denoised data.The variation of the bias and the mean square error (hISE) of the DOA estimate with SNR: is shown in Figures 6 and 7 . The bias and MSE were numerically computed by averaging over 100 Monte-Carlo simulations. The sampling frequency was chosen to be four times the source frequency. It is clearly seen that at lower SNFis, the bias and the MSE of the DOA estimates corresponding to the SWD denoised data are at least an order of magnitude less as compared to those corresponding to the T\VD denoised data.
Figures 8 and 9 show the spectral MUSIC ambiguity function plots. The SNR of the received data was -5 dB. A total of N = 128 temporal snapshots were used for performing S\VD and calculating the spectral MUSIC ambiguity function. The three sources are clearly resolved for the spatially denoised data but they are not resolved when undenoised data is used, indicating a significant improvement in the resolution of the MUSIC estimator after SWD.
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CONCLUSIONS
Plane wave signals received at a ULA can be denoised by performing a wavelet packet transform in the spatial domain and thresholding the resulting coefficients using an energ?, comparison algorithm. The method termed as Spatial
Wavelet Denoising employs the SWPT and a block thresholding that selectively filters out noise in spatial frequency bands that do not contain signal. It is shown through simulations that SWD achives a SNR gain comparable to that of TWD at much lower sampling rates. SWD requires a sampling rate of just 2-4 times the signal frequency, whereas TWD requires a sampling rate of at le& 12 times the signal frequency. Also, SWD does not involve the computation of spatial DFT and IDFT required by TWD based on the DFT-WT filter. Hence, SWD achieves a significant reduction in hardware complexity and computational complexity in comparison to TWD, without compromising the performance.
